No way to grow a payroll
Large-ﬁrm Obama dodge target of bill

Gov. Jerry Brown told county ofﬁcials last week that the state cannot afford to pay the full cost of the Cal State Fullerton professors are not being asked to accept a $3,000 pay cut. Because of coronavirus information provided by a source, mention of such a demand was incorrect in an editorial in the May 13 edition of the Register.

Correction
Cal State Fullerton professors are not being asked to accept a $3,000 pay cut. Because of coronavirus information provided by a source, mention of such a demand was incorrect in an editorial in the May 13 edition of the Register.

REGULATION
Getting Americans more valuable medicines, devices

U.S. should study reciprocal approvals with other advanced nations.

The year before last, James Joyner, a political realist, discovered that he had a cancer causing him to deteriorate to the left of left. “My_margin_suggests_2078227467472653558_1_1513501838)
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